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“Desktop Computer from the 1990s” Play Set
Return to a time when computers weren't in your pocket… They had their own room in your house. Click all the hyperlinks 
your heart desires while you pay by the minute using your a dial up modem. Remember to keep everyone from picking up 
the landline phone! (pencil for scale)
$8.00 each      Quantity: 50



The Now Infamous Wooden Diamond comes from the rough and tumble.. but it now stands on its own. Keep an eye on 
on this one….they are a rock to watch. This small sculpture combines silkscreen and luan. it comes individually-packaged 
with stand (for both casual and formal viewing.)
$7.00 each     Quantity: 11



Brand New Object
Welcome to the world a brand new object! These objects are currently still in the process of “becoming.” Please nurture 
and encourage your Brand New Object. Bear witness to these sculptural pupa as realize their full potential.
$8.00 each    Quantity: 39



Eazy Maze Play Set is a guaranteed pick-me-up. “Everyone is victorious!” This free-standing sculpture offers a different 
route and a mild detour for all who visit.
$8.00 each        Quantity: 30



One Hero (Encased in Clear Carbonite)
Things aren't looking good for our hero…It’s the end of Act 2 and I don't know how they will find there way out of this 
one….but just remember what that (friend, mentor, child, ghost) said…..
Each print is hand-printed, unique, and comes individually packaged with a case and a stand.
$10.00 each    Quantity: 31



Lil’ Help?: A Charming Yet Challenged version of the American Masculine Kitchen is a flippable 
guide through next level foods. Straddling the fence between menus of possibility and absurdity, cuisine 
is tackled idealistically with what they are given and what they’ve absorbed. Presented in a stylish, e-z to 
use table top format. It comes packaged in screen-printed literature mailer box with exclusive sticker. 19 
page, full color, ring bound table display, with screen-printed cover on chipboard.
and it measures 13h x 6w x 5d.
$28.88  Quantity: 13



Famous Goat Game is a interactive silkscreened sculpture. Best your friends and neighbors! 
Fun for the whole family! Created from sample tiles from Home Depot and discarded zip disk cases.
$5.00 ea    Quantity: 4



8-bit Cloud Pin is a unique minimal sculpture that attaches to your shirt, your lapel, or 
even your swimming trunks. 
$7.00/ea      Quantity: 8



Emerging Artist Adornments: Bolo Ties are unique small busts of the artist or that of a goat.
The portraits of the artist feature him clad in safety gear as he finds his form from an amorphous shape.
Bolo ties are individually-boxed and are clasped on faux-leather cord with aluminum tips. 
Colors of pendant, paint, and faux leather cord will vary.
$8.00 ea    Quantity : 20



Each Period Piece is a one-of-a-kind painting that attaches to your shirt, your lapel, your halloween 
costume or even your swimming trunks. 
$8.00/ea      Quantity: 7



Reverse Retinal Scanner is a device that asks you to play the part of the identification system. 
This equipment has a self-sufficient power source and will attach to any metal surface.
$5.00 ea     Quantity: 7



The Can-Do is a replica of the “Tallest of Them All” Aluminum Can. 
Each sculpture is uniquely-painted, stands at a different height, and is individually packaged in a plastic cylindrical 
chamber.
$5.00    Quantity : 2



A recreation and tribute to the USS Enterprise using elements of a floppy disk.
$ 3.00 ea       Quantity : 43



Double-Dipped Dangling Ear Candy is the only jewelry endorsed by everyone’s favorite muscular comedian, Felix Flex.
Each set of two earrings are translucent and come in a hard shell carrying case. 
Comes in red, blue, and clear.
$8.00 ea     Quantity : 8



Guardians of Window Pain 2 are protectors of the transparent structural features of your house, 
apartment, barn, or car from unseen evil and unexpected malevolence.
Each Guardian is an original one-of-a-kind bust portrait on a transparent substrate
Each is packaged individually in an out-of-date format and measures roughly 3 inches square.
Suction cup included.
$6.00 ea      Quantity : 12



A Camera for Voluntary Self-Surveillance is an imitation of the ATM camera, but for use in your office, 
boat, camper, or barn. This product utilizes salvaged materials and contains no moving parts.
roughly 4 in x 5 in
$ 5.00 ea   Quantity : 21



Rough House is a small hanging kinetic sculpture depicting two embracing figures. 
Each work is unique and measures roughly 2” x 2.”
These pieces were created using 100% salvaged and scavenged materials.
$6.00 ea   Quantity: 8



10000 Buttons are two 1.5 inch buttons in a variety of colors.
10,000 is an appropriated dice game and these buttons represent some of the many company logos created 
for a series of installations and reenactments of the game.
$2.00 ea        Quantity : 10



Emerging Artist Adornments: Key Chain are unique small busts of the artist or that of a goat.
The portraits of the artist feature him clad in safety gear as he finds his form from an amorphous shape.
Keychains are individually-bagged and with a leather cord 
Colors of pendant, paint and will vary.
$4.00 ea    Quantity : 7



Goat Coasters are protectors of the flat surface. 
They protect the unnoticed pianos, antique tabletop, or vulnerable puzzle.
Each coaster is made of neoprene and they are packaged in sets of two. 
$5.00 ea      Quantity : 3



Goatmother Bumper Stickers are an individually-packaged set of six 2-layer silkscreen prints 
featuring six different sticker designs. Colors may vary.
$2.00 ea    Quantity: 30



FRIENDS THAT MATTER is a 2 layer silkscreen print measuring 7 in by 10 in.
Edition of 33
$4.00 ea      Quantity: 20



Paradise (Uncolorbalanced) is a miniature box of matches featuring a one-of-a kind, analog,
uncolor-balanced vacation photo.
$1.50 each      Quantity: 6



Preoccupied Pilots is a double-sided silkscreen print measuring 8 inches by 10 inches !
and comes on assorted card stock. (brown or white)!
$8.00 ea      Quantity : 25



Spray the Hooray is a CD and DVD set that gathers together the efforts of THIT,!
Goatmother’s audio department, in this selection of eleven songs and eleven corresponding music videos.!
Each song was commissioned as part of the advertising campaign for the eleven different items !
that comprise the SPRAY THE HOORAY product line. !
Limited edition of 50 albums with handmade album artwork.!!
$10.00 / each       Quantity : 9



   

The EMERGE Series is a cycle of  five album singles exploring "drones" and "emphasis" 
in the keys of C, D, E, G, and B. Each album includes silkscreened and multimedia art 
including five five-layer 11x17 silkscreened posters (one for each key) as well as the linear notes 
for each album single. Limited edition of 33.
$15.00 ea       Quantity: 2



TOTALL RECALL is a section of field recordings/interviews collected between December 2009 and January 2012. !
Each recording is a solicited interview, asking the interviewees to recall the plot of the same sci-fi movie (undisclosed).!
Each album features a CD and linear notes. All artwork is silkscreened  and spray painted.!
$6.00 ea          Quantity: 5



MAN FAN CAN is a small book of an unlikely coupling. !
It measures roughly 3 in x 5 in with a silkscreened cover and sewn binding.!!
$4.00 / ea        Quantity : 6



Portrait of the Artist as a Warning Label is a set of three single-layer silkscreen-printed stickers.
The CEO of Goatmother Industrial is depicted on each sticker. Colors : Neon green, Neon orange, Neon red.
Each sticker measures roughly 6 inches x 7.5 inches.
$2.00 each      Quantity : 38


